Transitional shifts in exercise behavior among women with multiple sclerosis.
While physical activity is recommended to reduce symptomology associated with multiple sclerosis (MS) little has been done to explore the potential usefulness of theoretical models of exercise behavior change in individuals with MS. Based on the success of the transtheoretical model of exercise behavior change (TTM) in the general population and early promising results in those with MS, the TTM was tested in a sample of women with MS over a 1-year period, to examine its usefulness and the effect of TTM constructs on MS-related symptoms. This was a longitudinal study conducted over a 1-year period. Ambulatory women (N=86) with MS completed questionnaires assessing exercise behavior, TTM constructs, MS-related quality of life, pain, and fatigue at baseline and after 1 year. After categorization into transitional shift patterns reflecting naturally occurring exercise behavior change over the year, a series of mixed-design analyses of variance were conducted to examine TTM predictions and the relationship of the transitional shift patterns to MS-related quality of life, pain, and fatigue. Significant interactions between transitional shift patterns and time (P < .05) indicated that changes in behavioral and cognitive processes of change and in self-efficacy were consistent with TTM predictions. Significant differences (P < .05) between the transitional shift groups in pain and fatigue in expected directions were also found. Results supported the TTM proposed relationships, indicating the model's potential for motivating individuals with MS to increase their physical activity. Findings also support the notion that physical activity is useful in reducing MS-related symptoms and that lifestyle types of physical activity may be as useful as structured exercise in bringing about these outcomes.